
More and more organisations are moving to public cloud, looking for the benefits of cost, agility and
flexibility it can potentially offer. However, getting real value from your public cloud investment needs
the right environment, the right controls and the right resources to make it work.

YOUR CHALLENGE

Getting it right can be difficult, costly and time-consuming. Even the most mature organisations experience
challenges moving to public cloud, with more than 80%* of enterprises finding security, compliance, cost
optimisation and lack of skills a real issue.

CLOUD

FOUNDATIONS

Cloud Foundations automates the set-up of your AWS cloud
environment, allowing you to get public cloud right. It supports you
running the services and workloads you need with the right
connectivity, security, compliance, cost and integration controls.
This ready-to-go, pre-configured AWS environment is perfect for all
your AWS projects, or for connecting into your private cloud for an
end-to-end hybrid cloud solution.

THE SOLUTIONS: CLOUD FOUNDATIONS

Cloud Foundations makes it easy to accelerate and control your
AWS transformation journey.

Cloud Foundations has been developed by our expert cloud engineers, with inbuilt security, access, cost and
compliance controls, all designed to be well-architected and meet industry best practices.

It provides a pre-configured AWS Landing Zone; this helps automate the set-up of your AWS environment for
running secure and scalable workloads while implementing a security and compliance baseline through the
creation of core accounts and resources.Our ‘policy as code’ approach means these guardrails are automatically
implemented, protecting your services and data from the offset from risks such as misconfiguration and
exfiltration.

This all means we can successfully deploy your AWS infrastructure within hours, allowing you react quickly to
business demands.

THE SMALL PRINT

Cloud Foundations will get you

up and running successfully on

AWS and fast. It will accelerate

your time to value, helping you

demonstrate clear return on

your public investment.

Potential Met. 

*Source “Top cloud challenges” Flexera State of the Cloud Report 2020)


